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Sanchez de Bustamente 27, Federal District, Argentina (Office Address).

Education
- Graduate in Economics, Faculty of Economics, University of Buenos Aires, 2007. Average Score: 8.06 (Merit).
- BA in Economics, Faculty of Economics, University of Buenos Aires, University of Buenos Aires (Dissertation to be defended).
- Ph.D Student in Economics, Faculty of Economics, University of Buenos Aires, University of Buenos Aires, 2009-2013.
- Ph.D Student in Economics, University of Massachusetts, Amherst (UMASS), starting 2013.

Teaching Experience
- Political Economy, Faculty of Economics, University of Buenos Aires 2005-2007, Teaching Assistant, Professor Pablo Levin
- History of Economic Thought I, Faculty of Economics, University of Buenos Aires. 2005-2007, Teaching Assistant, Professor Pablo Levin
- Economic Growth, Faculty of Economics, University of Buenos Aires. 2008-2009, Teaching Assistant, Professor Andres Asiain
- Introduction to Macroeconomics, Faculty of Economics, University of Buenos Aires 2009-2012, Professor Mario Damill
- Advanced Macroeconomics, Faculty of Economics, University of Buenos Aires 2012, Professor Martin Rapetti
**Research Experience**


**Publications (non referred) and Collaborations**


**Unpublished papers / Congress Presentations**

• “Financial Fragility on the Centre and on the Periphery”, prepared for the first Congress of ADEA, August 2009.
• “Exchange Rate Regimes and Capital Mobility in Latin-American: some remarks on the last decades”, with Federico Pastrana and Eleonora Tubio, prepared for the first Congress of ADEA, August 2009.
• “Unity and Difference in Neoclassical Macroeconomics”, prepared for the Sessions of Epistemology, October 2009, Faculty of Economics, University of Buenos Aires.
• “The Sustainability of Bimetallism. Two opposed value theories”, with German Feldman, prepared for the Sessions of Epistemology, October 2011, Faculty of Economics, University of Buenos Aires.
• “The Real Exchange Rate and Economic Growth: a Robustness check using different Growth Rate Series”, UMASS/New School Graduate Workshop, 3-4 November 2012, Amherst.

Economic Advising

• External Advisor, Treasury Department of Argentina, Abril/August 2013, on Latinamerican experiences of capital controls and foreign exchange market regulation
Scholarships

- Tuition Waiver, University of Massachusetts, Amherst (UMASS), 2013-2017.

Languages

Spanish (native).

English: I read, speak and write. TOEFL Score 97/120 (August, 2012).

Others: German (beginner) and Italian (beginner).
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